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Abstract

In this paper we present an approach for using sequence anal-
ysis to model player behavior. This approach is designed
to work in game development contexts, integrating produc-
tion teams and delivering profiles that inform game design.
We demonstrate the method via a case study of the game
Tom Clancy’s The Division, which with its 20 million play-
ers represents a major current commercial title. The approach
presented provides a mixed-methods framework, combining
qualitative knowledge elicitation and workshops with large-
scale telemetry analysis, using sequence mining and cluster-
ing to develop detailed player profiles showing the core game-
play loops of The Division’s players.

Introduction

The analysis of player behavior in digital games, often re-
ferred to as Game Analytics (El-Nasr, Drachen and Canossa
2013; Bauckhage, Drachen, and Sifa 2015; Yannakakis
2012), has become a cornerstone both for game development
and games research, thanks to the introduction of telemetry-
based behavioral tracking.

Behavioral telemetry can be applied broadly in develop-
ment contexts to inform game design, live operations, mon-
etization, balancing, debugging, cheat detection, and not the
least permits detailed as well as large-scale investigations
of human behavior and psychology, to mention just a few
of the application domains. The research area has enjoyed
a substantial amount of attention in recent years due to
the wide availability of data from games, broad application
space and the direct value of behavioral analysis to the in-
dustry (El-Nasr, Drachen and Canossa 2013; Nozhnin 2013;
Runge et al. 2014; Hadiji et al. 2014).

Game Analytics as a research domain is too young to
have well-defined boundaries, similar to associated areas of
games research such as Game AI (Yannakakis, G. N. and To-
gelius, J. 2018) and Games User Research (Drachen, Nacke
and Mirza-Babaei 2018). It is also a domain where the pace
of innovation is incredibly fast. Furthermore, the vast major-
ity of the research being conducted takes place in the indus-
try, and only limited portions of this is publicly available due
to the valuable and confidential nature of insights derived
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from behavioral analytics. While this is arguably exciting, it
also means that situating research within the state-of-the-art
of previous work is challenging at best, notably for industry-
based research as is presented here.

In this paper, the focus is on the application of sequential
behavioral data analysis to build segments, or profiles, of
players. Sequential profiling is of interest because as an ap-
proach to segmentation, categorization or profiling of play-
ers, it integrates a historical viewpoint of the players’ ac-
tions as they happened in sequence providing more contex-
tual grounding. Snapshot profiling, typically based on ag-
gregate data, is more common but only provides informa-
tion about the state of the players of a game across the pe-
riod of time covered by the snapshot (Drachen et al. 2012;
Sifa, Drachen, and Bauckhauge 2018). To take an example:
one player opens the inventory and tweaks the loadout be-
fore a hostile encounter, another player does so only after
the encounter. Aggregating the data, the behavior of the two
payers is identical, but a key piece of information is left out:
the first player displays strategic thinking while the second
regroups only after the encounter. Sequential analysis has
proven effective at finding patterns in the action space of
players (e.g. (Wallner 2015b; Kang, Kim, and Kim 2014;
Kastbjerg 2011; Pirker et al. 2016), but as yet there has been
no examples of this approach applied in practical game de-
velopment contexts.

In the work presented here, sequence analysis for the pur-
pose of building behavioral profiles of players towards in-
forming game design is applied to the case of the major com-
mercial game Tom Clancy’s The Division (Ubisoft, 2016) [in
what follows abbreviated to ”The Division”], a game with
20 million players. This work presents a framework for how
sequence analysis can be performed, as well as how it can
be implemented in a commercial development context, ex-
pressed through the case of The Division and its design team
(who noted the sequences are like a player behavior DNA,
hence the title of this paper). The framework and method
is flexible and generalizable and is designed as a series of
steps that can in principle be applied across any game pro-
duction. The new algorithm that constitutes builds on exist-
ing well-known algorithmic elements. Unlike previous aca-
demic research on sequence analysis or behavioral profiling
in games, the work presented here integrates the developers
of the Division from start to end, and includes an evaluation



of the usefulness of the presented models by the production
team. The specific goal is to generate behavioral sequence
profiles of players that can be applied directly by the game
team to inform design. The work presented thus also pro-
vides a step towards addressing one of the key challenges
in Game Analytics, namely how to communicate the results
of player behavior analysis to the stakeholders who need to
convert these results into actionable insights for the game
(El-Nasr, Drachen and Canossa 2013).

Background
The work presented here on sequence mining of player be-
havior as a tool for informing game design falls in the space
between previous research strands on behavioral profiling,
behavioral analysis and data-driven design insights, but
leads into the space of personalization, recommendation and
prediction as well. Along these vectors, a substantial num-
ber of papers have been released in the past decade either
directly on games or of relevance to behavioral analytical
work in games, and due to space restrictions we will here
focus on those most directly related to the work presented
here.

Focusing on the investigation of sequences of behavior
actions to construct player profiles, Yang et al. (Yang and
Roberts 2014) used a graph sequence approach to extract
patterns of tactics used by players in the Multi-player Online
Battle Arena (MOBA) game Dota 2. The authors describe
combat in Dota 2, i.e. gameplay, as a sequence of graphs,
computing graph metrics as features. The patterns were fed
into a decision tree for generating combat patterns. These
were then analyzed for how predictive of success they are
using frequent subgraph mining (Harrison et al. 2013). Also
focusing on esports, Kastbjerg 2011 combined frequent se-
quence mining with clustering in order to visualize the spa-
tial form of common sequences of player actions in the mul-
tiplayer MOBA Heroes of Newerth. The work was focused
on improving basic heatmaps. It focused on sequences of
actions at the detailed level, typically limited to a few sec-
onds, rather than building higher-level models of behaviors.
Kang et al. (Kang, Kim, and Kim 2014) similarly focused
on repetitive action sequences in games.

Analysis of player behavior as a sequence of behaviors
was also conducted by Wallner (Wallner 2015b), who em-
phasized frequencies of actions as well as the sequential re-
lationship between actions of players, employing Lag Se-
quential Analysis to determine the significance of sequen-
tial transitions in Heroes of Newerth. The analysis operates
at the level of individual actions and thus the sequences
analyzed are short-term, but highlights the application of
sequence analysis in exploring patterns and thus strategies
used by players. Wallner (Wallner 2015a) also applied the
approach to a StarCraft 2 build orders, discussing the influ-
ence of support levels and sequence lengths. Leece & Jhala
(Leece and Jhala 2014) similarly applied sequential pattern
mining in Starcraft: Brood War towards exploring short-
term and long-term goals. Finally, Drachen et al. (Drachen et
al. 2014) investigated spatio-temporal sequences of behav-
ior in Dota 2, indicating differences in team movement as a
feature of team skill. The idea of dynamic player modeling

has also been approached from an agent-modeling perspec-
tive, e.g. by (Missura and Gartner 2009) who emphasized
player modeling for difficulty adjustment. (Yannakakis and
Togelius 2011) lay out a comprehensive framework for af-
fecting various parts of the game based on models of player
experience. Such AI-driven agents can take advantage of
historical player data for training purposes (Yannakakis et
al. 2013). The focus here is not on AI-driven systems so be-
havioral analysis for training/informing AIs in games will
therefore not be covered further.

In summary, the idea of applying sequence mining to in-
vestigate patterns in player behavior remains exploratory
and there is a dearth of knowledge on how sequence analy-
sis would operate in a practical development context or how
specific approaches scale across games (Wallner 2015b).
The work presented here advances on the current state-of-
the-art in several ways, notably by: 1) Focusing on long-term
play, covering the entire play histories of players, as com-
pared to minute action-behavior sequences; 2) Combining
sequence analysis with clustering to build behavioral pro-
files from the sequence data; 3) Providing an evaluation of
the actual usefulness of the sequence analysis and behav-
ioral profiling done from within a major commercial game
development company.

The Division: Gameplay
Tom Clancy’s The Division was released by Ubisoft in
March 2016, developed by Massive Entertainment with as-
sistance from Red Storm Entertainment and Ubisoft Annecy.
According to Ubisoft, the game broke industry records for
biggest first-week launch of a new franchise with an esti-
mated 330 million USD in sales (Varanini 2016). The game
uses the Snowdrop Engine and is available across Windows,
PS4 and Xbox one. It passed 20 million players across these
platforms in March 2018 (Newhouse 2018). It is a persistent,
online, single- or multi-player action role-playing game, set
in the near future in New York City following a smallpox
pandemic. Players take on the role of Special Agents of
the Strategic Homeland Division, referred to as ”the Divi-
sion”, and are tasked with helping to rebuild operations in
Manhattan, investigate the nature of the outbreak, combat
criminal activity, and support civilians. The game contains
both single-player, collaborative and player-vs-player ele-
ments in an open-world environment which makes it simi-
lar to other ”sandbox” games such as the Just Cause-series
or Elder Scrolls-series in terms of complexity and agency
offered to the players, as well as in terms of the dynamic
weather systems and other environmental elements.

The gameplay is third-person, with an emphasis on
shooter-style combat, cover and exploration. Player charac-
ters can carry various weapons, and the game has integral
cover mechanics. Players can earn experience points and in-
game currencies, using the latter to buy gear and weapons
and the former to unlock talents and skills. Gear can be
bought or crafted. The game features a storyline of missions
that involve various objectives relevant to the players’ base
of operations. Playing missions gives the player points to
access new talents, perks and facilities in their base of oper-
ations.



A specific part of the game is the Dark Zone, which is
where the Player-vs-Player (PvP) elements of the game are
situated, similar to the Crucible of Destiny (Sifa et al. 2018).
The Dark Zone is separate from the primary campaign and
features its own progression systems and access to various
items. Dark Zone play can be multi-player or single-player
with bots (AI agents). Finally, The Division is a persistent
game which has received multiple patches, updates and ex-
pansions since its launch in 2016.

Method

Overview and Approach

The quality of player segmentation or profiling is directly
dependent on at least four important factors: 1) The data
that is used for the segmentation, 2) How that data is pro-
cessed, 3) How the data is analyzed, and: 4) The degree
to which the output of the segmentation analysis is action-
able by the stakeholders who are supplied with the result.
The latter point is an acknowledged area of weakness in ap-
plied Game Analytics (El-Nasr, Drachen and Canossa 2013;
Drachen, Nacke and Mirza-Babaei 2018).

In particular, we need good features of players and play
sessions to use for segmentation. ”Good” here means that
the features are meaningful in terms of gameplay, that they
have sufficient variance over the population, and that they
are minimally correlated with each other, so that each feature
adds information of its own (Wallner 2015b; Agrawal and
Srikant 1995; Pirker et al. 2016; Sifa et al. 2013).

What is meaningful in terms of gameplay is of course
dependent on the game design. The first step in the model
proposed here is therefore to consult with the designers of
the game and rely on their knowledge to develop the atomic
units of analysis. A common strategy in Game Analytics is
to treat player actions and system responses as events, and
this nomenclature for the atomic units of analysis is also
adopted here as the concept of events in a gameplay con-
text is intuitively understandable across analytics and de-
sign/production. While the events of interest can be rare
occurrences and thus can be treated on their own, it will
generally be the case that events are too frequent and too
undifferentiated to tell us much about the players on their
own—it is the sequential combination of them that mat-
ters in terms of providing patterns of player behavior, such
as the sequence: leaving a supply base - entering a battle-
field - entering a firefight (Pirker et al. 2016; Wallner 2015b;
Sifa et al. 2013). The goal is to end up with event sequences
that provide insights into a players behavior across the activ-
ities in which the player is engaged and how these change as
a function of playtime, for example by indicating a specific
playstyle (Drachen et al. 2012). We suggest using the num-
ber of times a particular subsequences were exhibited by a
player as features for that player.

Frequent sequence mining, when applied to behavioral
telemetry in games, runs the risk of providing a very large
number of sequences for any reasonably large set of player
traces (this was exemplified by Kastbjerg 2011). As most un-
supervised learning algorithms work better with fewer fea-
tures, and too many features will make the analysis incom-

prehensible, we need to decrease the number of features. For
this we use information theory (Mackay 2003): We find a
small set of sequences which has minimal cross-correlation
and where each sequence has maximum entropy through an
iterative process. Each of these sequences becomes the ba-
sis of a feature, in such a way that the feature value for a
player is the normalized number of times the player has ex-
hibited that feature. Thus armed with a dataset of players
represented as feature vectors, we can then apply several ag-
glomerative and partition-based clustering methods to find
clusters of players with similar behavior. In the current case
multiple methods were applied. When applying the frame-
work to a game a choice needs to be made about what as-
pects of behavior to emphasize, e.g. central tendencies vs.
extremal behavior (Sifa, Drachen, and Bauckhauge 2018).
The resulting segments then need to be presented to and dis-
cussed with the development team in such a way that they
can be applied to inform game design.

In summary, we propose a framework for sequence-based
player segmentation, or profiling, which broadly encompass
the following steps: 1) Defining events with design team,
2) Identifying associated behavioral metrics, 3) Extracting
and pre-processing data, 4) Sequence mining, 5) Reducing
the number of sequences, integrating the design team, 6) Se-
quence clustering, 7) Presentation and evaluation with de-
sign team leading to implementation of the obtained insights
and modifications to the design of the game. In the below we
will cover each step, focusing on the application to The Di-
vision.

Defining behavior events

The end result of a sequence segmentation exercise is a set of
profiles of players that include typical behaviors expressed
as sequences. For these sequences to be meaningful to a de-
sign team, they must be based on behavioral events that are
of a type that is informative, and which has the right granu-
larity. For example, completing a mission has a higher gran-
ularity than pressing a button on a keyboard. In order to iden-
tify the meaningful behavioral events, and the granularity at
which the analysis would be carried out, the design team
of The Division participated in a half-day workshop where
the goal and approach of the research was presented. Fol-
lowing, 9 designers (level-, system-, progression- and game
designers), covering the different design areas in the game
were involved. These worked together with the analysts to
list and formally define all the possible activities that play-
ers can engage with in the game and all the modifies that
can be applied. There was a lot of discussion on what level
of abstraction to settle on, meaning very low level activities
(for example ”looking for cover”) although informative on
playstyle were abandoned because not revealing preferences
and motivations. Additionally, considerable efforts are usu-
ally devoted to automatically deriving features with higher
level of abstraction from low-level data. While that is a nec-
essary step to infer meaningful features, having access to
the design team of the game meant that we could bypass
the challenges usually entangled with automatic feature re-
duction and utilize meaningful features flagged by design-
ers. Ultimately, it was chosen to focus on higher level of



abstraction because it was both more informative of player
preferences and easier to capture from a telemetry point of
view. Higher level means capturing actions such as ”begin-
ning a main mission”, or ”stumbling into random enemy en-
counters” or ”opening the inventory” or ”spending time in
a safe house”. In applying this workshop exercise in other
contexts, the purpose of the analysis needs to be considered
when determining the type of event and the granularity of
events that are to be analyzed. The result of the workshop
was a table of 23 activities, divided into four categories (PvP,
PvE, Paid Content and Strategic Planning), with 2 sets of
modifiers (solo/group play and four difficulty settings), for a
total of 54 behavioral events or activities which it was pos-
sible to translate into behavioral metrics. Examples include
”main mission”, ”side mission” and ”daily mission”, i.e. the
players completing either type of these missions. The modi-
fiers are contextual metrics which are important elements of
gameplay in The Division (full list of activities omitted due
to space constraints but available upon request).

Data and pre-processing

Following definition of the behaviors to investigate, and
the definition of these behaviors in terms of metrics , data
were extracted from the collections servers of The Divi-
sion, covering a period of time from March 2016. 10,000
players were sampled randomly across the total popula-
tion of players, covering more than 1 million events (of
the 52 event types defined), each time-stamped with an
anonymized player ID. Data were extracted as JSON ob-
jects, which were parsed and converted into a flat comma
delimited file. The data is aggregated and exists on a static
level, meaning for each character there is a slice of data only
at the point in time when the data was pulled. If the charac-
ter has progressed since (e.g. changed weaponry, made more
kills, leveled up), the information is not reflected in the data.
Data can be aggregated in the form of sessions, with a ses-
sion being defined as the period from the player started play-
ing the game until stopping, with no breaks in between. I.e.
players will have multiple sessions unless they only play the
game once. Importantly, if players switch characters (four
different characters are possible), this initiates a new session
as characters have different abilities etc. and thus gameplay
if affected.

Sequential Pattern Mining

Following data extraction, we used Sequential Pattern Min-
ing (SPM) to identify sequences of recurrent behavior in
the dataset. For this the open-source SPMF Java-based data
mining library was employed, which is engineered to sup-
port pattern mining (Fournier-Viger et al. 2014), specifi-
cally the CM-SPAM algorithm which is flexible in that it
allows defining support, length and gaps (Wallner 2002).
Sequential Pattern Mining was employed rather than Fre-
quent Itemset Mining (FIM) in order to preserve the order-
ing of the transactions in the behavior. The goal is to dis-
cover subsequences that appear often in a set of sequences,
specifically sequential rules. Note that sequential patterns
are defined based on their support, wheres sequential rules
are based on support and confidence, and more useful for

e.g. recommendation purposes (Fournier-Viger et al. 2014;
Agrawal and Srikant 1995; Wallner 2002). Following explo-
ration and iteration, support was set at minimum 0.01, length
at min. 2 and gap at 0 (i.e. no gap between activities). These
user-defined values impact the outcome of analysis and de-
pending on the specific purpose of the analysis these need
to be set accordingly (e.g. focus on shorter vs. longer se-
quences). This resulted in 826 frequent sub-sequences. Fol-
lowing identification of sub-sequences, the next step was
to identify the most information-rich of these. Towards this
Shannon Entropy (information entropy) was employed due
to its attractive cost functionality via its geometric interpre-
tation (Coifman and Wickerhauser 1992). An entropy score
was calculated for each sub-sequence. Using this measure,
the 30 highest-scoring sequences were selected. The num-
ber of sub-sequences to carry over to the next round is a
manual choice, and needs to be made with a consideration
for the specific purpose of the profiling exercise. In this case
the number 30 was decided on based on a consideration for
limiting the dimensionality in the clustering phase. Exam-
ples of sequences include ”Regroup from Main Solo” which
consisted of the events ”side mission group” and then ”safe
area”. Cross-correlation was performed to investigate redun-
dancy between sub-sequences, i.e. to identify if any of the
sequences split the player population along similar planes,
essentially showcasing the same behavioral strings. Each of
the 30 sequences receives a normalized score between 0 and
1 that represents the frequency of occurrences of that se-
quence in all sessions. If two sequences are instantiated by
the same players with the same frequency, then they are con-
sidered correlated.

Here a number of manual choices need to be made but
key heuristics for the final selection of sequences are: a)
choice of p-value for accepting correlation, b) the length of
strings/sequences (longer are preferred) and c) how mean-
ingful the sequences are for the designers. Towards this, the
design team representatives from The Division were con-
sulted to verify that the 30 sub-sequences were understand-
able and given a label. For example since all players start
at a safe house, if there are two sequences highly correlated
but one starts at the safe house and the other does not, then
the second sequence is selected. After the cross-correlation
check, the 30 sequences were reduced to 13 sequences; this
reduction was carried out in cooperation with the team. This
was done in an informal setting, but it is possible to formal-
ize such an evaluation stage, for example in situations where
sequence pattern mining is applied to different builds of a
game or the number of sub-sequences to be checked is large.

Sequence Cluster Analysis

Following the above steps, we are left with a table with the
13 compounded sequences and the number of times each se-
quence has been used by each player. This normalized by
the number of sessions of the player in question to avoid
bias imposed by players having put varying amounts of time
into playing the game (generalizing, a player with 100 hours
of playtime has a larger chance of activating a specific se-



Table 1: AGNES/Ward cluster loadings, forming the basis
for interpretation of the sub-sequence profiles (example de-
scriptions in the text)

Sub-
sequence

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

RK 0 1.74 0.06 0.21 0.21 7.25
SRS 0 0.28 0.05 0.93 1.83 0.34
A 0 0.25 0.06 0.31 2.53 0.53
RG 0 0.85 0.04 0.07 0.14 4.2
RsaG 0 1.12 0.06 0.08 0.12 5.2
STP 0 0.19 0.03 0.33 1.98 0.3
RgaG 0 0.65 0.02 0.07 0.09 3.33
MRS 0 0.08 0.03 1.04 0.43 0.13
RGAS 0 0.15 0.02 0.4 1.07 0.27
RMAG 0 0.8 0.00 0.1 0.06 0.64
MTP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MTPR 0 0.68 0.00 0.1 0.08 0.91
B 1.29 0 0 0 0.01 0

quence than a player with 1 hour of playtime). How to nor-
malize sequence activations is again a manual choice, and
the approach will depend on the purpose of the specific anal-
ysis. Here session number was used as a proxy for playtime
because one of the goals was to find commonly and repeat-
edly used sub-sequences (patterns of behavior).

The choice of cluster model to apply on behavioral
telemetry from games is a topic of discussion across Game
Analytics in industry and academia. Comparative work
has been presented e.g. by Bauckhauge et al. (Bauckhage,
Drachen, and Sifa 2015; Drachen et al. 2012). Different
models have varying situations they are suited to. Here three
models were selected for testing: k-means, HDBSCAN and
AGNES/Ward. To conserve space we do not describe these
models in detail here, but description can be found in Ag-
garwal & Reddy (Aggarwal and Reddy 2013). The mod-
els have been applied to player behavior clustering previ-
ously (see (Sifa, Drachen, and Bauckhauge 2018)). They
form a mixture of variance space search strategies (k-mean
via partitioning, HDBSCAN is a density-based method and
AGNES/Ward is hierarchical), without extending into ex-
tremal/convex hull-seeking models such as archetype anal-
ysis. For all analyses, elbow plots were used to determine
the number of clusters k. From k=2-8 solutions were inves-
tigated for all models, to investigate interpretability of dif-
ferent solutions. As highlighted by Drachen et al. (Drachen
et al. 2012), interpretability of player behavior clusters is
essential to drive adoption. As for the other steps in the
framework proposed here, a choice needs to be made about
which models to employ based on the purpose of the analy-
sis. For example, if the goal was to locate extreme behaviors,
archetype analysis would be a better choice than the models
employed here (Sifa, Drachen, and Bauckhauge 2018).

For k-means, a k=3 solution was selected, with distri-
butions across the clusters being highly uneven, with C1
and C3 containing 10% of the players in the sample, and
C2 80%. For HDBSCAN, setting a minimum membership
rate of 10%, the model returns a k=2 solution with 30%

of the players not residing in any of these clusters consid-
ered as noise. C1 contains 50% of the players in the sam-
ple, C2 20%. Neither of these solutions resulted in a di-
verse, balanced cluster solution or profiles that are action-
able. AGNES/Ward yielded a k=6 solution with highly im-
balanced clusters also but better distribution of the players,
and was selected as the result moving forward. The cluster
solution distributes the players as follows: C1 = 20%, C2 =
9%, C3=60%, C4=5%, C5=4% and C6=1% (cluster load-
ings across the 13 sub-sequences in Table 1). Clusters were
labeled and a description for each provided, as well as a vi-
sual representation of the sequences commonly activated by
players in each cluster (Fig. 1)..

Results and Validation with Design Team
In order to validate the quality of the sequence clusters ob-
tained, a second workshop was organized with the same
members of the design team of The Division. Initially, the
clusters were presented as a table with a column for each
cluster while the rows contained the features used to de-
rive the clusters. The cells comprised values representing
the strength of each feature to define that specific cluster.
Designers were asked to provide a label for each cluster
based on the insights they could gather from the tables. All
the sequence based clusters received distinct and informa-
tive labels and were discussed. Key points include the un-
even distribution of cluster sizes, not in and of itself a prob-
lem, but showed that 60% of the players were not commit-
ted to any of the particular sequences (C3). This cluster ap-
pears to be the funnel from which players enter the game
and, as soon as they accumulate enough playtime, they mi-
grate to other clusters (revealed by a repeating the analysis
outlined here on a dataset from the same players for April
2016, i.e. the month immediately following the March sam-
ple used here). On the other hand, the remaining clusters
are strongly characterized by specific sequences. Cluster 1,
the Lone Street Bandits, engage in the rogue solo-extraction
solo-rogue solo sequence. Cluster 2 and 5, Lone Side Wan-
derers and Social Side Wanderers, show preferences for side
mission while stumbling onto random hostile encounters,
differentiated only by playing solo or in a group. Cluster
4, Lone Main Planner moves with surgical precision from
main mission to safe areas without stumbling into random
hostile encounters. Cluster 6, Social Farmer 2 (similar to
cluster 2), is characterized by moving from random hostile
encounters to side mission and occasionally also main mis-
sion, but always in a group (it was suggested to merge C2
and C6 due to their relative similarities).

Secondly, the six clusters were presented as network
graphs (obtained with Gephi) showing all the sequences of
actions instantiated most often by the six clusters identified
by the initial segmentation (Fig. 1). The designers discov-
ered that two core gameplay loops are revealed for all the
clusters: landmark clear - rogue solo -extraction complete
and safe area - inventory operation - loadout operation. Be-
sides the two main loops, the activities listed on the top and
right side of the graphs showcase very different priorities
for each of the six profiles. For example Strategizer, Social
Farmer 1 and Solo Wanderer (Fig. 1) display very similar



Figure 1: The 6 sequence-based clusters represented as network graphs. Nodes represent the 23 basic activities (w/o difficulty
modifiers), edges represent movements between activities. The color and thickness of the arrows indicate how often players
in that cluster proceed from one action to the next; size and color of the nodes represents the frequency of that activity being
instantiated. All arrows representing movement between actions occuring with a frequency of less than 50% have been removed.

loops, but Strategizer tend to follow the loop safe area - in-
ventory operation - loadout operation with high target value
missions, which is a mission that displays a high level of in-
tentionality (it does not happen randomly). Meanwhile Solo
Wanderer follows the loop safe area - inventory operation
- loadout operation with random hostile encounters, which
is an activity that is triggered randomly while players ex-
plore the map. Summarizing, although all six player profiles
enact the two core loops, they do so with interesting differ-
ences both in terms of the varied intensity of the loops and
in terms of which other activities are attached to the main
loops. Reflecting on these visualizations, the designers iden-
tified 4 themes: 1) The graphs allows them to predict player
flows through activities and not just the favorite activities,
differently from the aggregated clusters. 2) Monitoring how
players access prioritized activities (for example visiting the
premium vendor), allows in-depth understanding of funnels.
3) Deeper understanding of funnel allows designers to fo-
cus on simplifying access to prioritized activities. 4) These
graphs allow comparisons between designers’ ideal paths
with concrete sequences of actions of players, validating or
contradicting the designers intentions. A few of the bene-
fits of activity-based segmentation is that: a) it can be used
by designers to analyze gameplay loops, b) it can be used for
prediction of desirable and undesirable states (churn, session
end, premium vendor visits and premium purchases), and
lastly c) it can be used to recommend quickmatches based
on preferred activities. Overall the designers agreed that se-
quence based clusters are both more informative and action-

able than traditional aggregate clusters. On a final note, it is
important to recognize that the profiles are based on behav-
ioral data and therefore do not inform about intrinsic motiva-
tions, personality or any other cognitive states of the players
directly. This is a generic limitation on behavioral analyt-
ics, but important to keep in mind when discussing how to
act on behavioral profiles. This does not lessen the value of
sequence-based profiling to game development.

Conclusion and Future Work
Sequence-based profiling or segmentation of players allows
us to understand usage or gameplay loops, which provides
information about player behavior that aggregate profiling
does not (Sifa, Drachen, and Bauckhauge 2018). Sequence-
based profiling is in this paper integrated into a flexible
framework consisting of multiple phases of analysis, which
have then been evaluated in the context of the major com-
mercial title Tom Clancy’s The Division. Integration of the
game’s design team provides a means for ensuring the input
features and ultimately output profiles are meaningful and
can be utilized by the design team. In essence, understand-
ing usage patterns provides information on how to improve
games, and the integration of sequences provides the ability
to spot the chain of behaviors leading to undesirable events
such as churn. Future work will integrate sequence-based
profiles in prediction models and build Bayesian networks
from network graphs. It is also of interest to explore the dy-
namic nature/evolution of sequence clusters as a function of
time and skill, extending the analysis time frame.
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